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real cause for the committal: The^Caseof the Sheriff o£Jfiddlesex'
(1840), 11 A. & E. 293; K. &L. 140. Thus "it would seem that the
power to commit for contempt of court which the High Court can
exercise for whatever conduct it adjudges to amount to contempt
cannot be denied to the House of ^CQmnacjps, itself a part of the High
Court of Parliament1
As will be seen later,2 the right of the House of Commons to
commit for contempt is not limited to the enforcement of accepted
privileges. The House is thus in a position to adjudicate indepen-
dently of the courts. WBat it cannot do is to legislate by resolution
to create a new parliamentary privilege of which the courts must take
notice. That can only be done by Act of the whole Parliament V
The case of Stockdale v. Hansard was followed by the Parlia- Parlia-
meptajy Papers Act^Jj^J)^wJiich enacted that any proceedings in **"
respect of defamatory matter contained in a publication made by
authority of the House of Lords or the House of Commons would
be stayed on the production of a certificate from an officer of the
House. Thus Parliament as a whole made the law to conform with
what the House of Commons had attempted, unsuccessfully so far
as the courts were concerned, to declare lawful by its own resolution.
This Act also protected in the absence of malice the publication of
fair and accurate extracts from papers published under the authority
of Parliament. Although not strictly connected with parliamentary
privilege, it may be added that, unless a plaintiff can prove malice,
a fair and accurate unofficial report of proceedings in Parliament is
privileged, as is an article..founded on proceedings in Parliament,
provided that it is an honest and fair comment on the facts: J^wonVj.
JVjc^.QM8b L.R. 4 Q*& 73; K. & L. 152. The interesfofthe
public in the publication of parliamentary proceedings is of more
importance than occasional inconveniences to individuals. This
decision does not protect Deports of detached parts of proceedings
published with intent to injure individuals, nor does it protBCt the
publication of a single speech which contains libellous matter: The
Kir^j^^QsMmy-T (<w/*) It was suggested in Damson v^^J)uncan
(fo??^r^Er^rB:22^That a similar privilege attadfies to the bon&-
fide publication of a speech by a member for the information of
his constituents, but it is difficult to ascertain whether a speech is
circulated only to constituents.
The House of Commons has the right to control its own proceed- Right to
ings and to provide for its own proper constitution. Except in cases j^^J
of crimes committed within the precincts of Parliament, the courts proceedings,
will not interfere with what takes place inside Parliament. The House
1	P. 127, post. It is otherwise if the committal warrant discloses a separate
cause of action available to the person cpmmitted by the House.
2	P. 125, post.

